
Information and instructions - 8. BRL and SH-Cup 2008 
 
Navigator: Ascheffel, Schulberg 6 
 
Event centre (WKZ) – Start:   2.7 km 
Finish – WKZ:   2.8 km 
 
First Start:   2:00 p.m. 
 
The way to the start is marked by red-white stripes starting at the WKZ. Warming-up 
area is the climbing street at the start. The road between Ascheffel and Brekendorf is 
a frequently used dangerous road. 
 
The finish is a simple control at the forest. Nobody will watch this station. The way 
back to the WKZ is marked. The leg between last control and finish is not marked. 
 
 
During this Saturday afternoon possibly a few people are out to the forest for 
recreation or hiking. So please take care on those. You are allowed to use your bell 
in some respected distance to them. 
There are several horse tracks in the forest that are mostly use by horse riders and 
are of slow riding quality. Take care for the horse riders. 
 
Please stay on the tracks und a helmet is obligatory. Opening the helmet or walking 
off the tracks can end with disqualification. The forest man goes to look for this. The 
start bibs are valid for both race days and you can take them home afterwards. 
The SI-card has to be connected to the bike and the controls have to be reached 
with the bicycle. 
 
 
There will be cake and tea in the WKZ. Nothing more will be offered. 
The WKZ is a small gym of the school of Ascheffel. So there are only small facilities 
for showers and restrooms shared by all participants.  
 
If all ride quick through the forest the presentation of the winners will be at 5 p.m. and 
each competitor has 2 h to complete the race. There are maybe missing controls 
after two hours behind the last starter. Course lengths and start list can be found at 
http://ol-preetz.hillclimb.de during the next hours and in the WKZ on Saturday. 
 
Have a nice trip to the northern part of Germany seeing his first MTBO. And enjoy the 
stay. See you on Saturday, 
 
Anke Dannowski – Preetzer TSV 

http://ol-preetz.hillclimb.de/
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